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The results for last season were disappointing with three of our sides being 
relegated, another just surviving and only one team having a relatively 
successful season: almost achieving promotion to Division 1.  
 
Injuries and illness were a big issue for us, involving many players and 
mainly from the top levels of the club. This meant shifting others to higher 
divisions than before. This has naturally caused a drop in skill levels and 
probably a reality check as to where the club is placed. 
 
I would like to thank fellow selectors Lindsay Richardson, David Broadfoot 
and Rick Mapley for their help and guidance. I know there is criticism that 
we are too focused on the top side but last year we did approach at least six 
players from the lower grades to join us but none were willing. There are 
vacancies and unless people are prepared to make an effort there is no case 
for further criticism. 
 
The two members that need to be acknowledged by all of us are John 
Bridge and Kent Warburton who have done a wonderful job in ensuring a 
smooth selection process in getting teams and all too often changes on to 
the web site, arranging cards and sheets for pennant days and collecting 
results and forwarding them to Bowls WA.  Thanks to both of you. 
  
The Awards event recognises those who have excelled in championships, it 
is also important to mention those who have made significant 
contributions over the six months of the pennant season. People may ask, 
how do we measure this? In most sports it is now established that statistics 
are the best and most objective method and Bowls WA now provides 
results for every player in all divisions and colours.  
 
There are between 250 and 300 players in each colour so a finish in the top 
50 is significant. In Thursday pennants 1 Blue had a tough and difficult 
season losing a challenge play off for relegation. Ross Donald’s rink was the 
best for Dalkeith, Ross finished 8th best skip with an overall rating of 17, 
David Broadfoot as 3rd at 18, David Hyde not playing the full season at 64 
and Phil Golding contributed late in the year as lead. 
  
3 Blue maintained their position. John O’Meehans’ rink being the most 
successful with David Wood ranked at 47, John at 48. Others who 
contributed were Ross McLean and Brian Page.  Brian Burton also rated 
well with only 10 games played. Mention should also be made of Pat 
Clohessy (52) and Richard Jay (53).  
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4 Blue struggled and were relegated Ron Day was a standout at 24, Peter 
Bacich the best skip at 48, Rod Tilt did well as a 3rd (49) and Kent 
Warburton 53 from only 12 games. 
  
Saturday 2 Gold side enjoyed the most success. Jesse Brown’s rink finished 
second contributing 117 positive shots to the aggregate, Jesse finished 6th 
rated player with David Steinberg 5th. Prior to injury and illness John 
McCormack(49) and Alan Davison(67)played well as the front end, and for 
the latter part of the season Rob Kelly and Neil Davis contributed to the 
success of the rink. Ross Donald skippered the other success story finishing 
5th team with 51 positive shots. Individually Ross rated at 14, newcomer 
Matt Green a positive for our future at 26, ever reliable Ross Mackenzie 
despite missing quite a few games at 42. The other positive was the return 
to this rink of Ron Stapleton. Lindsay Richardson played a good number of 
games on this rink before changing to skip another, he finished at 30 in the 
ladder. 
  
3 Gold managed to just avoid relegation, David Wood was the standout 
player at 36, Pat Clohessy did well at 37, John O’Meehan best skip at 54, 
Brian Burton did well from only 12 games (71), also John Bridge who 
missed a few weeks at 55. 
 
4 Gold ended up being relegated, no player made the top 50. Ron Day and 
Tom James deserve mention at 63 and 67, Ric Camins was the most 
successful skip, and we should finish with the exploits of our oldest player 
Ken Brooke 88th out of nearly 300. 
  
Finally, thanks to all who made the commitment to pennants especially 
those who were able to help out at short notice to cover those who had to 
pull out through illness or injury. 
 
David Steinberg  
Chair of Selectors 
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